History of the Wild Horses in
Southwestern North Dakota
1880-1930

1880-1900

Government
Reduction
Programs begin

Indian Pony in
Medora

Program goal is to
reduce the herds on
reservations and
replace “Indian
ponies” with more
useful draft stock

01

Photo
documentation in
Castle’s research
suggests that the
Indian pony is the
standard ranch
horse of the era

1881
Sitting Bull
surrenders at
Fort Buford
Sitting Bull and his
people surrender at Fort
Buford (approximately 2
hours from Medora,
ND) and their horses
are confiscated and sold
at auction

1883

1883

Associated
Press party in
Medora

de Mores
purchases 250
Sioux horses

18 August 1883
newspaper clipping
states Marquis gave a
tour of the developing
town. The writer notes
that area residents' rode
“small Indian horses”
and that the Marquis
provided them with the
same for their tour.

The 250 horses de
Mores purchased
were confiscated
from Sitting Bull and
his sub-chiefs when
they surrendered at
Fort Buford in 1881
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1884
AC
Huidekoper
buys 60 of de
Mores’ Sioux
mares

Huidekoper is one of the
earliest large-scale
ranchers in ND that
would become one of
the largest in the
country

1888
Theodore
Roosevelt in
Medora, ND
writes:
“In a great many
indeed, in most
localities there
are wild horses to
be found…”

19001940’s
Local
residents note
wild horses in
the area

Though her oral
interviews with local
ranchers, Castle learns
that the horses in Medora
were gray, white, red
roans, blue roans, paint
and bald faced. Many
ranchers remember
“mouse-colored horses
with a black stripe down
their back”

1920s &
1930s
Calvary
Remount
Service
Many ND ranchers
participated in this
US Army program
created in the
aftermath of WWI

1947
Theodore
Roosevelt
National Park
was created
Horses believed to
be decedents from
ranch stock that
became feral
throughout 19001947 remained in the
park boundaries
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1954

1955-1957

TRNP’s first
Wild Horse
Round up

Horse head
count in
TRNP is
estimated to
be 20-50
horses

After years of giving notice
to area ranchers and with the
boundary fence coming to
completion (1956) TRNP
conducted its first round up.
Over 40 outriders
participated in the 3-day
event. Pre-round up horse
numbers were estimated at
200-300 head.
Approximately 125 horses
were captured. All trespass
horses were believed to have
been removed.

1956
Park
Boundary
fence is
complete
and TRNP
reintroduces
bison in the
park

1957-1958

1959

A rancher with
land adjacent
to the park
shoots a band
of horses
including the
lead gray
stallion

17 of the 42
horses
believed to
still be in
TRNP were
removed
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1960-1963

1962

1962-1964

1964-1966

There are no formal
park records
regarding the horses
in the park, but
former
Superintendent
Wally McCaw
strongly favored
retaining the horses
and wrote up a Wild
Horse management
plan that was
approved by the NPS
Regional office –
Castle was unable to
locate this document
during her research

Local
rancher,Tom
Tescher, reports
that there are
25 head
remaining in
TRNP. Tom
believes there
may be more
horses that
were
unaccounted
for.

No action
against the
horses is taken
during this time.
The Chief Park
Naturalist was
not aware of any
horses in the
park

Superintendent
Warren
Hotchkiss
Under his
management, a goal
of total elimination
of the horses is
established. The
herd is taken from 25
to an all time low of
16 horses.

1964
Hotchkiss
reign
continues
With advice from the NPS
Regional Office Hotchkiss
decides to use the North Dakota
Estray Law to remove the
horses using the following
tactics: “Bait an area
frequently used…impregnate it
with Sparine…it may be
advisable to supplement the
Sparine by immobilizing the
lead stallion with a dose of
succinylcholine chloride…This
technique has never been
attempted – you’ll be breaking
new ground.”
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1965
Hotchkiss
Removal efforts
continue
30 bales of drugged alfalfa are
scattered along the trail with the
hopes of baiting the horses. The
bison ate the alfalfa instead. The
park’s frustrations are put to rest
when Tom Tescher agrees to lead a
team to help the park capture the
horses. The group sets up
temporary traps and in November 1
horse is removed. On December 6
more are captured. Also in
December, 11 horses were driven
10 miles with a jeep. 4 of the 11
managed to escape through the
boundary fence, reportedly “tearing
up 100 feet of wire” as they went
through. 2 more were captured the
next day and a third was destroyed
after her leg was broken. When they
were done, only 16 horses remained
in TRNP.

1966
Local
Opposition
TREMENDOUS
opposition by local
residents stops
Hotchkiss’ plan to
eliminate the
horses.

1966
Art Sullivan
succeeds
Hotchkiss as
superintendent

Sullivan argues
that TRNP was
designated as a
historical area and
the horses are part
of the history, as
noted in Theodore
Roosevelt’s
writings.

1966-1969

1970

No action
against the
horses is
taken during
this time.

Record low
horse
numbers
Tom Tescher
records only 10
horses currently in
TRNP

